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chemistry by raymond chang chemistry by raymond chang 4.02
· rating details · 527 ratings · 28 reviews designed for the twosemester general chemistry course, this textbook features a
clear writing style, and problem-solving strategies. it strikes a
balance between theory and application by incorporating real
examples, and helping students visualize the three-dimensional
atomic and molecular structures that are the basis of chemical
activity. get a copy
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english other editions (75)
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amrit sharma pdfdrive .com has a collection of many wonderful
books, including this one.
…morepdfdrive .com has a collection of many wonderful books,
including this one.
(less) flag

see 1 question about chemistry… lists with this book chemistry best books
172 books — 102 voters
more lists with this book... community reviews showing 1-57
average rating 4.02 · rating details · 527 ratings · 28 reviews
all languagesbahasa indonesia ?(1) english ?(18) español ?(2)
????? ?(1) more filters | sort order start your review of
chemistrywrite a review jan 13, 2012 leonorgrace rated it it was
amazing · review of another edition i love this book. i have
read this from cover to cover for three times! this helped me lot
for my board exams. since i am an asian, i get to understand
this easily. the words and sentences can be easily understood
for everyone especially for asians like me. kudos to raymond
chang! flag 4 likes · like · see review view 1 comment dec 07,
2013 dani rated it it was amazing · review of another edition
shelves: science, chemistry, informative el libro de chang me
ha acompañado por un montón de olimpiadas de química y
muchísimos exámenes pero nunca lo había leído por completo
hasta ésta semana, para preparar el final de química general
en la facultad.
si bien ya resulta bastante aburrido después de haber leído
reiteradas veces algunos capítulos y conocer ampliamente los
temas que trata, confieso que es el mejor libro para empezar a
estudiar química.
la simplicidad en los términos que utiliza, las definiciones
concisas y la gran cantid el libro de chang me ha acompañado
por un montón de olimpiadas de química y muchísimos
exámenes pero nunca lo había leído por completo hasta ésta
semana, para preparar el final de química general en la
facultad.
si bien ya resulta bastante aburrido después de haber leído
reiteradas veces algunos capítulos y conocer ampliamente los
temas que trata, confieso que es el mejor libro para empezar a
estudiar química.
la simplicidad en los términos que utiliza, las definiciones
concisas y la gran cantidad de ejemplos prácticos hacen que
sea de lectura y comprensión rápida. tal vez las partes más
interesantes son "la química en acción" que muestra ejemplos
cotidianos o históricos a los que se puede aplicar el tema de
determinado capítulo.
finalmente, es increíble como cambió mi enfoque al leerlo
ahora, que estoy cursando la lic. en física a cuando lo leí años
atrás, pensando que iba a seguir química o algo relacionado a
ella. si prestás atención, casi todos los científicos que va
mencionando chang son físicos y no químicos (salvo el pobre
lewis y sus amigos)
...more flag 3 likes · like · see review mar 02, 2009 citra rated it
it was amazing · review of another edition shelves: five-starsbooks i want to read this book again and again.. and i hope i
could read it more frequently. it&apos;s an amazing book for
those who want to learn better about chemistry. that&apos;s
why i love chemistry.. thanks for this book, it&apos;s really
useful for all time! :d i want to read this book again and again..
and i hope i could read it more frequently. it's an amazing book
for those who want to learn better about chemistry. that's why i
love chemistry.. thanks for this book, it's really useful for all
time! :d ...more flag 2 likes · like · see review sep 05, 2021
muntahi hasan akhiar rated it it was amazing shelves: nonfiction, text-book this is the book that made me fall in love with
chemistry. i didn&apos;t know that chemistry can be beautiful,
understandable too. i can still recall the night, when i lay down
with this book, passed the whole night pondering over a couple
of chapters, it was so overwhelming.
altho it doesn&apos;t cover the whole syllabus of high school
(till grade 12), it&apos;s equally focused on the basics,
fundamentals, theory, and real-life examples which is a must for
further studies. so freshers or juniors can give it a this is the
book that made me fall in love with chemistry. i didn't know that
chemistry can be beautiful, understandable too. i can still recall
the night, when i lay down with this book, passed the whole
night pondering over a couple of chapters, it was so
overwhelming.
altho it doesn't cover the whole syllabus of high school (till
grade 12), it's equally focused on the basics, fundamentals,
theory, and real-life examples which is a must for further
studies. so freshers or juniors can give it a try if you struggling
with chemistry or wanna dive deeper... ...more flag 1 like · like
· see review sep 30, 2011 trisha rated it really liked it i mostly
just searched this book out of curiosity but i&apos;m surprised
to see gr has textbooks! anyway, i read this book last year. and
now i&apos;m currently reading it and will be reading it for the
next 20 weeks. i mostly just searched this book out of curiosity
but i'm surprised to see gr has textbooks! anyway, i read this
book last year. and now i'm currently reading it and will be
reading it for the next 20 weeks. ...more flag 1 like · like · see
review view 1 comment jun 04, 2021 amrit sharma rated it it
was amazing one of the greatest book in general chemistry at
modern times.
it has wonderfully highlighted the development and application
alongside the prospects of the subject.
useful to all kind of readers for basic concepts.
hats off to prof. raymond chang.
flag like · see review feb 08, 2022 shadan rated it it was
amazing · review of another edition it helped me with my
chemistry exam, english isn’t my first language and it’s not
that good, but this book’s language is easy and
understandable flag like · see review mar 22, 2014
astaliegurec rated it it was ok 2.0 out of 5 stars
info&apos;s there, but it&apos;s soulless, rootless & mathless
january 11, 2007
i took a couple of courses in chemistry 30 years ago back in
high school and then a couple more in college. my son just
finished using this book in his college chemistry classes and i
thought i&apos;d read through it for grins. i wasn&apos;t very
impressed. oh, the information&apos;s all there. but, it&apos;s
presented in the manner of someone having gone through a
checklist to see all the chemistry subjects that should be taught
2.0 out of 5 stars
info's there, but it's soulless, rootless & mathless
january 11, 2007
i took a couple of courses in chemistry 30 years ago back in
high school and then a couple more in college. my son just
finished using this book in his college chemistry classes and i
thought i'd read through it for grins. i wasn't very impressed. oh,
the information's all there. but, it's presented in the manner of
someone having gone through a checklist to see all the
chemistry subjects that should be taught in general chemistry
and then just including them. it's hard to explain, but i think the
problem is the lack of historical background in the book. the
book has little historical snippets on chemistry personages, but
it doesn't follow along the historical path of discovery to explain
why chemistry is what it is. the end result is that the student is
presented with dry, bare facts with no place to hang them in his
head.
another problem is the lack of math in the book. i mean, general
chemistry is not exactly a higher math subject (it's an empirical
science, instead). but, as an example, on page 277, in the
midst of the quantum mechanics section, there's a sidebar
explaining:
"the <= sign means that the product (delta)x(delta)p can be
greater than or equal to h/4(pi), but it can never be smaller than
h/4(pi)" (i've substituted the capitalized words for the greek
symbols).
277 pages into a chemistry book and the author is explaining
what the "<=" sign is. this assumption of utter mathematical
ignorance on the part of the reader continues throughout the
book. and yet, a mere 72 pages further on (page 349), the
author assumes knowledge of coulomb's law in an explanation.
coulomb's law implies a class in physics which means that
anyone reading this book should be well versed in basic math.
and, finally, the biggest problem is that there's almost no lab
material presented or used. i don't mean just a lack of lab
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experiments (i initially assumed there was some companion lab
manual for this book -- but, if so, there's nothing anywhere in
the book that references it). i mean that the author uses almost
no hypothetical, lab-based scenarios to illustrate his points.
again, chemistry is an historically empirical, experimental
science. to entirely ignore that in a chemistry book makes no
sense at all.
personally, this book feels like a book designed for people who
have no interest in chemistry but are forced to take a chemistry
class because of silly academic requirements. the problem with
this is that presenting chemistry as merely a collection of boring
facts makes it even harder for such students to get anything out
of the subject. and, for anyone who really is interested in the
subject, this book could scare them off. because of this, the
best i can rate chang's "chemistry" is a not very good 2 stars
out of 5. ...more flag like · see review oct 15, 2007 fransisca
sidabutar rated it liked it recommends it for: semua pelajar
kimia di smu shelves: life lebih menarik belajar kimia pake buku
ini daripada pake buku pegangan anak smu. thanks to my big
bro yg minjemin buku ini supaya gue belajar mengerti kimia,
bukan sekedar dapat nilai kimia yang bagus ^^ flag like · see
review sep 09, 2013 amira rated it did not like it ugh chemistry.
flag like · see review mar 13, 2012 riski pandia rated it it was
amazing i love yhis biik
flag like · see review oct 19, 2014 ????? ?????? rated it it was
amazing i have the 10th edition :d
i found this very easy & helpful through the 5 weeks i&apos;ve
studied as a premed student :)) i have the 10th edition :d
i found this very easy & helpful through the 5 weeks i've studied
as a premed student :)) ...more flag like · see review dec 26,
2013 sleeping with ghosts rated it it was amazing shelves:
enciclopedias, secondary, leídos-desde-2000-2006, leídosentre-2007-2009, work-and-lic, systems, read-in-2004, uba, dereferencia, leídos-desde-2011-2014 para química orgánica y
otras materias afines. 2*4ta y 3ro 6ta. flag like · see review apr
04, 2014 raghad taleb rated it really liked it · review of another
edition chemistry textbook lol flag like · see review mar 05,
2016 erfan abedi rated it really liked it · review of another
edition shelves: science ?????? ???? ???? ????? ?????
???????.
??? ????? ?????????? ?? ??? ?? ????? ?????? ?? «???? ?????»
????? ?? ??? ???? ????? ???? ??? ?????? ????. :)) flag like
· see review jun 27, 2015 ankur mishra rated it it was amazing
best book for general chemistry flag like · see review nov 26,
2015 ? lubna rated it it was amazing :d :p flag like · see review
jul 14, 2016 nair rated it did not like it everyone in my chemistry
class loved this book, but to me it was vague and beat around
the bush too much. flag like · see review aug 18, 2012 lekshmi
marked it as to-read · review of another edition chang
chemistry, 9th edition by raymond chang
chang chemistry, 9th edition flag like · see review may 07,
2009 andrew rated it it was amazing · review of another
edition basics of chemistry flag like · see review jun 28, 2014
ellajoyce marked it as to-read shelves: chem yeah flag like
· see review jul 19, 2013 gsbrao rated it it was amazing nice
book flag like · see review sep 01, 2008 wanda rated it liked it
this is the textbook for the class was taking. i am so glad to get
through with this book! it was a good class, but it took away all
my reading time! flag like · see review feb 12, 2014 firas almoulki rated it really liked it · review of another edition a great
introduction to the science of chemistry. increased my love for
the subject :) flag like · see review osama ahmad rated it really
liked it
aug 04, 2014 tempo de ler rated it liked it
apr 03, 2013 sameer rated it it was amazing
apr 20, 2014 trisha maguikay rated it it was amazing
aug 24, 2021 kathleen collins rated it it was ok
feb 07, 2017 raquel added it
sep 04, 2007 izenguard added it
oct 06, 2007 maggie added it
dec 21, 2007 alhareth ahmad added it
feb 26, 2008 silvia added it
aug 29, 2008 natalie added it
oct 24, 2008 william added it
jan 05, 2009 travis added it
feb 11, 2009 fatma added it
feb 14, 2009 lizzie added it
may 07, 2009 john ervin added it
aug 26, 2009 josue added it
nov 09, 2009 clark marked it as to-read
feb 21, 2010 jasmin added it
mar 19, 2010 christopher kenneth choa added it
jun 20, 2010 jonah added it
jun 23, 2010 dayangkudianasari added it
jun 30, 2010 katie added it
jul 02, 2010 sebastian added it
jul 30, 2010 drea added it
sep 03, 2010 ana yael vanoye added it
oct 15, 2010 sanjeev singh added it
feb 04, 2011 margaret yu added it
feb 13, 2011 superjoanne added it
mar 27, 2011 diana rosa added it
mar 30, 2011 ganchimeg ganpurev added it
may 07, 2011 thilanka added it
jun 07, 2011 rosio marked it as to-read
jun 24, 2011 « previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 … next » new
topicdiscuss this book topics posts views last activity
chemistry 1 2 jun 28, 2013 07:21am more topics... share
recommend it | stats | recent status updates readers also
enjoyed

see similar books… genres science > chemistry 28 users
science 25 users textbooks 16 users nonfiction 11 users
reference 9 users academic 3 users academic > school 3 users
academic > college 2 users education 2 users see top shelves…
about raymond chang raymond chang 17 followers raymond
chang, b. 1939, is the husband of margaret chang. he grew up
in shanghai, china, during world war ii and the civil war that
followed. he has contributed to several chemistry textbooks and
manuals.
together with his wife they have published several juvenile and
adult works on the chinese language and culture.
raymond chang, b. 1939, is the husband of margaret chang. he
grew up in shanghai, china, during world war ii and the civil war
that followed. he has contributed to several chemistry textbooks
and manuals.
together with his wife they have published several juvenile and
adult works on the chinese language and culture.
...more books by raymond chang more… news &
interviewsrecent 4-star historical fiction to read now there’s no
time like the present, we’re told. and this is true, but dedicated
readers of historical fiction are hip to the fact that are
many...read more...19 likes · 5 comments trivia about chemistry
no trivia or quizzes yet. add some now »
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